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Abstract: This paper reports a supplemental process design kit (PDK) for ASAP7 PDK using Synopsys design flow.
ASAP7 is a PDK for “predictable” 7-nm FinFET technology node. ASAP7 PDK is useful for academical and edu-
cational purpose, however it only supports Cadence platform for Place and Route. A supplemental PDK is designed
for ASAP7 to use Synopsys platform for Place and Route. This PDK is opened at the author’s GitHub site for both
acamemical and educational usage.
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1. Introduction

Technology scaling has been dramatically increased, and it im-
proves power, performance and area of VLSI chips. Recently,
7-nm FinFET technology is widely used for high-performance
processors and System-On-Chips. Today’s recent state-of-the-
art process, such as a 7-nm technology node, uses many “new”
technologies to improve its performance and density of VLSI
chips. FinFET is now a common structure for CMOS transis-
tors. Middle-Of-Line (MOL) was introduced to connect Front-
End-Of-Line and Back-End-Of-Line (BEOL) layers. Local in-
terconnect layer in MOL and BEOL uses EUV lithography to
improve its routeability and density. The semi-global intercon-
nect layer, on the other hand, uses 193i Self-Aliened-Double-
Patterning (SADP) to balance both fabrication cost and density.
It is very important to learn the characteristics of FinFET process
before the start of a circuit design, since it has many differences
from ordinal planer process. The use of “real” process design kit
(PDK) is very expensive and hard to get permission to access.
Thus, “predictable” PDK is very important for both VLSI educa-
tion and research.

ASAP7 is one of a “predictable” PDK for 7-nm technology
node, provided by Arizona State University collaborated with
ARM Ltd. [1]. It includes both custom design flow and automated
digital design flow, so it is very useful to learn these design flows
in state-if-the-art FinFET process. However, they only provide
technology files for Cadence Innovus for place-and-route (P&R).
Innovus is one major P&R EDA, however, Synopsys IC Compiler
is also another major P&R tool.

This paper reports the supplemental PDK of ASAP7 using
IC Compiler for P&R. This supplemental PDK includes tech-
nology file for Synopsys StarRC to enable parasitic-aware P&R.
This supplemental PDK is designed to add a second choice of
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P&R tool to learn VLSI chip design.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the overview of ASAP7 PDK. Section 3 describes the
detail of technology file design and library design for the supple-
mental PDK. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Overview of ASAP7 PDK

This section describes the design framework of original
ASAP7 PDK and our supplemental PDK. ASAP7 PDK supports
both custom design and automated design using P&R tool. Ca-
dence Virtuoso is used for custom design, and Mentor Graphics
Calibre is used for verification. Cadence Innovus and QRC are
used for parasitic-aware P&R.

Cadence Innovus is one major P&R tool. Synopsys IC Com-
piler is another major P&R in both industry and academia. We de-
sign the technology fies for IC Compiler for ASAP7 environment.
Figure 1 shows the design flow using Cadence tool-chain pro-

Fig. 1 Design flows of ASAP7 PDK and proposed supplemental PDK.
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vided by ASAP7 PDK, and Synopsys tool-chain provided by this
paper. Several technology files are designed to support IC Com-
piler. TLUplus file is required to perform parasitic-aware P&R in
IC Compiler. It is converted from Interconnect Technology File
(ITF) designed by hand and converted with Synopsys StarRC.
Designed ITF uses same cross section of ASAP7, as reported in
Ref. [2]. It assumes Copper interconnect and 2 : 1 aspect ratio for
metal and vias. ITF can be used to create nextgd file, which is
used in RC extraction using StarRC.

3. Technology File Design and Library Design

Following files are designed for IC Compiler.
GDS2A Layer conversion table from GDS2 to Synopsys

Milkyway.
A2GDS Layer conversion table from Milkyway to GDS2.
ITF Interconnect information including the dimensions (thick-

ness, width, spacing of each layer) and electrical properties
(resistances and dielectrics).

TLUplus Interconnect information for parasitic-aware P&R.
Compiled from ITF using StarRC.

techfile Technology file for IC Compiler including intercon-
nect width, spaces, routing directions and restrictions. VIA
macros are defined to connect different routing layer.

3.1 Timing Library Design
The timing library of standard cells is generated with 7-nm de-

sign rule. Both PDKs have same design framework for timing
library design. Netlist of standard cells is extracted from RC
extraction and characterized using commercial characterization
tool. Cell level timing information and power consumption are
evaluated assuming 7-nm technology node. This characterization
can be used for both dynamic timing simulation and static timing
analysis for digital circuits.

3.2 Physical Library Design and P&R
Physical library of standard cells is generated with 4× scaled

design rule. Both Innovus and IC Compiler requires “advanced
node license” to handle P&R for advanced technology nodes. To
avoid this license problem, ASAP7 assumes 4× scaling in P&R
with Innovus. All feature sizes look like 28-nm technology, cir-
cuits are designed without using “advanced node license”. In our
work, designed technology file designed for IC Compiler also as-
sumes all of the layouts are scaled by 4. For physical library
design, firstly, standard cells are designed with 7-nm design rule.
Secondly, cell layouts are scaled by 4 and converted to physical li-
brary for P&R with Milkyway. After the P&R, GDS of the block
level design is scaled by 1/4 and used for performance evaluation
such as spice level evaluation.

Baseline technology file for IC compiler is converted from pro-
vided LEF file using Milkyway. In ASAP7, they assume EUV
for Metal-1 to Metal-3, SADP for Metal-4 to Metal-7, and single
exposure (SE) for Metal-8 to above. Thus, Metal-4 to Metal-7
has strong restriction for routing direction, metal shape, off-grid
and off-track routing. Settings for these restrictions are manually
added to the technology file, and these settings are summarized
in Table 1.

Table 1 Restrictions for routing.

Layer Patterning Direction Off-grid Bending
Metal 1 EUV Any OK OK
Metal 2 EUV Any OK OK
Metal 3 EUV Any OK OK
Metal 4 SADP Horizontal NG NG
Metal 5 SADP Vertical NG NG
Metal 6 SADP Horizontal NG NG
Metal 7 SADP Vertical NG NG
Metal 8 SE Horizontal OK OK
Metal 9 SE Vertical OK OK
PAD SE Horizontal OK OK

Fig. 2 Layout of b11 circuit by IC Compiler.

Figure 2 shows a design example of b12 circuit from IWLS
benchmark [3], without any DRC error and LVS error.

Technology files are available for academic and educa-
tional purpose at the author’s GitHub site. https://github.com/
snishizawa/asap7 snps

4. Conclusion

In this paper, supplemental PDK for ASAP7 has been pro-
posed. This PDK enables to use Synopsys IC Compiler for circuit
design in ASAP7 environment. Combining both ASAP7 origi-
nal PDK and this supplemental PDK, designer can train both Ca-
dence environment and Synopsys environment for “predictable”
7-nm FinFET technology design. We hope this supplemental
PDK increase the value of ASAP7 PDK, and contribute to both
VLSI education and research.

Our future work is to design technology files and establish a
design flow for IC Compiler II.
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